[1] We describe a stand-alone software utility named TREMOrEC, which carries out training and test of a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. TREMOrEC is developed in Visual C++ and runs under Microsoft Windows operating systems. Ease of use and short time processing, along with the excellent performance of the SVM classifier, make this tool ideal for volcano monitoring. The development of TREMOrEC is motivated by the successful application of the SVM classifier to volcanic tremor data recorded at Mount Etna in 2001. In that application, spectrograms of volcanic tremor were divided according to their recording date into four classes associated with different states of activity, i.e., preeruptive, lava fountain, eruptive, or post-eruptive. During the training, SVM learned the a priori classification. The classifier's performance was then evaluated on test sets not considered for training. The classification results matched the actual class membership with an error of less than 6%.
Introduction
[2] Volcanic tremor is the background seismic radiation continuously recorded on basaltic volcanoes with persistent activity [e.g., McNutt, 2000] . Its analysis and interpretation have proven to provide reliable information in case of volcano unrest and/or modifications of eruptive activity [e.g., Falsaperla et al., 2005] . Hence, an automatic system which can recognize different regimes of volcanic activity from tremor data might be useful for observatories as well as for purposes of Civil Defense. To verify whether an automatic classifier could be implemented with this aim, a Support Vector Machine (SVM), a classifier based on supervised learning, was trained using volcanic tremor data recorded at Mount Etna in 2001 [Masotti et al., 2006] . The application was carried out considering a time span of 46 days, during which the volcanic system changed from a relatively quite state to episodes of lava fountains, lava emissions, and eventually returned to quietness. Assuming spectrograms of volcanic tremor as representative of these different states, the data were divided into four classes: pre-eruptive (PRE), lava fountain (FON), eruptive (ERU), and post-eruptive (POS). The results achieved showed that SVM recognized correctly the class membership for 401 out of 425 cases, i.e., 94.4% [Masotti et al., 2006] .
[3] Moving on from these promising results, and to exploit the excellent performance of the SVM classifier, we developed an automatic tool for the classification of volcanic tremor data. Particularly, the use of such an automatic processing accomplishes the goal of easily handling of large data sets. Besides, the acquisition of information on volcanic activity through the classification of volcanic tremor data is helpful for remote control, especially when weather conditions hinder the volcano and/or field surveys are not recommended. Here, we describe the implementation of this tool as a stand-alone software utility named TREMOrEC. To this purpose, first, we introduce the SVM classifier to the reader, then we describe how our software works, and finally we provide a sample session, which reproduces the classification results achieved by Masotti et al. [2006] . TREMOrEC can be freely downloaded from http://www.earthref.org and http://www.earth-prints.org.
Support Vector Machine Classifier
[4] SVM is a supervised classification algorithm with which nonlinearly separable classification problems are converted into linearly separable ones using a suitable transformation of patterns [Vapnik, 1998] . As for the majority of supervised classification algorithms, the use of the SVM classifier encompasses two phases: (1) training on patterns with known a priori labels (i.e., selected classes) and (2) test on patterns not used for training and to which a label is assigned by the automatic classifier.
[5] For a two-class classification problem, SVM training consists in finding the so-called maximal margin hyperplane between the two classes in the n D -dimensional feature space (Figure 1a) . The maximal margin hyperplane is the linear decision function for which there is (1) the largest possible number of patterns with the same a priori label on each side and (2) maximum distance between the hyperplane and the patterns of each class. A regularization parameter C allows the trade-off between the amount of patterns erroneously classified and the maximization of the distance. As the hyperplane calculated by SVM is the farthest from the class boundaries in the training set, it is particularly robust in presence of previously unseen test patterns. As a result, the algorithm has excellent generalization capabilities. In case the patterns are not linearly separable in the feature space, a nonlinear transformation is used to map them into a higher dimensional feature space where they are linearly separable (Figures 1b and 1c) . This transformation is carried out by using the kernel functions K(x, y) [Vapnik, 1998] . Indicating with x and y two generic patterns in the feature space, the dot product K(x, y) in the mapped space can be defined as
2 ) (exponential), where g, r, and d are parameters selected by the user.
[6] During the test phase, the SVM classifier assigns a label to patterns not used for training: this is done according to the position of each pattern in the feature space with respect to the maximal margin hyperplane. The performance of the classifier is hence evaluated by comparing the a priori label with that assigned by the classifier. Various strategies are reported in the literature for test, such as the n-fold cross-validation or the leave-one-out [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] described in the following.
TREMOrEC
[7] TREMOrEC is a software utility developed in Visual C++, which runs under Microsoft Windows 2000 or higher. It offers some preprocessing options, which allow the user to run it starting from either the raw time series, the spectrograms, or directly from the averaged spectrograms. The description in the following encompasses the whole functionality of the package, assuming time series as basic data input.
[8] The complete scheme of the basic architecture of the package is shown in Figure 2 and is detailed in Figure S1 in the auxiliary material 1 . First, the time series of a signal belonging to a given class and its a priori class membership are selected (Figure 2a) . Second, each time series is transformed into a spectrogram by means of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) in its classical formulation [e.g., Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989] . After the average value of each row of the spectrogram is calculated, the training of the SVM classifier starts using all the averaged spectrograms representative of the different classes (Figure 2b) . Finally, the performance of the SVM classifier is evaluated on averaged spectrograms not previously used for training, then classes are separated (Figure 2c ).
[9] The setting of TREMOrEC is handled within the three sections of the ''Configuration Panel'': ''Data Box,'' ''STFT Box,'' and ''SVM Box'' (Figure 3 ). The Data Box concerns the setup of the input data. According to the basic information from which one can start (time series, spectrograms, average spectrograms), the proper value for the parameter ''Data Type'' has to be chosen. Any sequence of data points recorded at successive and uniform time intervals can be provided as time series. The label representative of the class membership of each time series can be any tag, e.g., integer, character, string of characters. Then, the section Data Box (Figure 3 ) allows (1) browsing the mass storage disks in search of the folders where the time series are saved, (2) loading automatically all the time series in the selected folders as distinct patterns, and (3) typing two or more arbitrary a priori labels (e.g., ''Class1'', ''Class2'', . . ., ''ClassN''), which will be assigned to the time series according to the folder from which they are loaded.
[10] Spectrograms are then calculated as consecutive spectra using STFT, with logarithmic scale of the amplitude to avoid underrating the weight of small spectral amplitudes. The STFT Box of the Configuration Panel (Figure 3 ) allows the setup of several parameters, such as ''Window Length'' (integer, power of 2) for the length in points of the time window used to ravel each time series, ''Stepwidth'' (integer) for the number of points to overlap in two adjacent windowed segments, ''Window Fraction'' (integer) for the number of sampling points used to calculate the Fast Fourier Transform of each windowed segment, ''Digitization Frequency'' (real) for the sampling frequency in Hertz of the time series, ''Number of Frequency Bins'' (integer) for the number of frequency intervals composing the spectrogram, and ''Size of Frequency Bins'' (integer) for the width of the single frequency interval. For each time series loaded, the STFT is calculated and spectrograms with frequency-time dimensions of n F Â n T points are produced, where n F is the Number of Frequency Bins chosen by the user and n T is the number of time steps over which spectrograms are calculated. Hence, the rows of each spectrogram are averaged to obtain vectors of n F points, namely, the classification features on which discrimination will be based. In doing so, the size of the input vector (i.e., the average spectral values) is equal for all time series, as requested by SVM [Masotti et al., 2006] . In this light, the use of average spectrograms in TREMOrEC is advantageous, as their size is independent of the length of the original time series, which can be of arbitrary duration. Both spectrograms and averaged spectrograms are saved as plain ASCII files in the same folder of the time series.
[11] To apply the SVM classifier, TREMOrEC refers to LIBSVM, a free library written in C language [Fan et al., 2005 (Figure 3 ). ''Kernel Type'' allows choosing a specific kernel function among all the possible ones (e.g., ''Linear,'' ''Polynomial,'' ''Exponential''). Once the kernel function is chosen, other parameters, such as the regularization parameter C (''C''), the polynomial bias r (''Coef''), the polynomial degree d (''Degree''), the multiplicative constant g (''Gamma''), and the different weights assigned to each class (''Weights'') can be also easily tuned. Other numerical optimization parameters [Fan et al., 2005; Chang and Lin, 2001] , such as the tolerance of the termination criterion (''Epsilon'') and whether to use the shrinking heuristics (''Shrinking''), can be set as well; the latter is an optimization technique particularly useful for large data sets, as it speeds up the training process of SVM by ignoring patterns not specifically representative of the classification problem considered. and test (''Test'') ( Figure 3 ). If Train is chosen, then the SVM training is carried out on the data specified in the Data Box, after their processing with STFT. The resulting trained SVM classifier (''SVM Model'' in Figure 3 ) is saved as a plain ASCII file. In case the parameter Execution Type is set up as Test, a previously trained SVM classifier can be loaded, then tested on the data specified in the Data Box after their processing with STFT. To evaluate the performance of the classifier, a leaveone-out strategy [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] can also be chosen setting Execution Type as Train and selecting the ''Do Leave One Out'' option ( Figure 3) . In this case, the SVM classifier is trained with the whole amount of averaged spectrograms except the one used for test, changing the test averaged spectrogram in a round-robin manner; training and test are then repeated a number of times equal to the number of averaged spectrograms considered.
A Sample Session
[13] A tutorial video showing a sample session is provided as Movie S1
2 . We demonstrate the use of our software referring to the results recently achieved by Masotti et al. [2006] , who classified tremor data recorded at Mount Etna in 2001 using an SVM classifier. The volcanic tremor data were recorded at the three-component broadband station ESPD deployed 6 km southeast of the summit craters (see Figure 1 in Masotti et al. [2006] ). The data covered the time span from 1 July to 15 August, 2001 , and encompassed episodes of lava fountains as well as lava emissions. There were four distinct a priori labels depending upon the recording date: pre-eruptive (PRE) between 1 and 16 July, lava fountain (FON) in the preeruptive (4, 5, 7, 12, 13, and 16 July) and eruptive stages (17 July), eruptive (ERU) between 17 July and 8 August, and post-eruptive (POS) between 9 and 15 August. Spectrograms with 62 frequency bins were calculated using a window of 1024 points, an overlap of 512 points, and sampling frequency of 125 Hz. Accordingly, averaged spectrograms were vectors of 62 points. Following Masotti et al. [2006] , who chose SVM parameters after an initial trial-and-error experimentation, the classification was carried out by means of a polynomial SVM kernel with degree d set equal to 3, multiplicative constant g 10, bias r 0, regularization parameter C 10, and Weights set equal to 1 for all the classes; as far as the numerical optimization parameters, Epsilon was set equal to 0.001 and Shrinking was activated. Finally, the performance was evaluated through a leave-one-out strategy, applying the proprietary functions of the Matlab suite (The MathWorks Inc., MATLAB R2007a, 2007; available at http://www.mathworks.com).
[14] To check functionality and performance of TREMOrEC, we consider specifically the data of the vertical component of ESPD processed by class is given on the y axis. Clicking each of these stems, the corresponding spectrogram or averaged spectrogram is also displayed. This is useful to have a visual feedback about the characteristics of each pattern.
[15] The results achieved with TREMOrEC are identical to those claimed by Masotti et al. [2006] , namely, 134 out of 142 patterns (96.07%) correctly classified, with 49 out of 51 (96.08%) of PRE, 14 out of 19 (73.68%) of FON, 59 out of 60 (98.33%) of ERU, and 12 out of 12 (100.00%) of POS.
Conclusions
[16] TREMOrEC offers ease of use and short time processing. It can directly handle ready-to-use spectrograms of volcanic tremor as well as compute them from the original time series. It carries out the training of the SVM classifier with different parameters and kernels, and allows evaluating the performance of the classifier either on an independent test set or using a leave-one-out procedure. Classification results are presented by means of a graphical user interface in the form of overall classification accuracy, confusion matrices, and with the help of graphs showing the a priori and assigned class for each considered pattern. The identification of different states of volcanic activity using just simple spectrograms makes this tool extremely useful for monitoring volcanoes where the state of the system can be associated with typical volcanic tremor patterns.
